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From the editor: 
☺ This newsletter again has kindly been printed free of charge by the office of Kirsten Livermore 

MP – Capricornia. We are grateful for this service and hope her patronage will continue.  
☺ NOTE: The newsletter sent by email is a condensed version of what is available on the Club’s 

Website. It has the pictures, Membership Nomination Form, and any other information, that is 
available on the Club’s Website removed, to keep the size of the file as small as possible. This 
makes it easier for members with dial-up to receive the walks schedule more quickly. 

☺ Why not save paper and postage, and receive your newsletter sooner by having it emailed to you. 
Thank you to the people who have already indicated email is their preferred method of getting 
the newsletter. It makes things so much easier. 

☺ Please send trip reports, or anything else you may have that would be interesting for the next 
newsletter to capbushwalkers@gmail.com, as an attachment. If you don’t have email access, 
please, either post trip reports to The Editor, C/ Capricornia Bushwalkers INC, PO Box 
1130, Rockhampton 4700, or contact me directly to arrange a drop off or pick up.     If 
possible, use Microsoft Word to write the articles and improve the appearance by using Insert 
to include pictures From File. 

☺ Trip Reports are not to be confused with leaders’ reports which should go to the PO Box for 
our Records Officer. 

☺ Cut off date for contributions to newsletters is usually one week after each planning meeting. 
☺ Remember, we have thankyou cards available for walk leaders to use as they feel appropriate- 

access to land or whatever.  Contact the Secretary if you need one for your walk. 
☺ We are always looking for photos to post on the club’s website. They may be sent to the gmail 

address above. 
☺ Reminder: The club’s website has information for beginners, a walks calendar, photos from 

walks, updated forms for leaders, list of previous walks, club rules, newsletters, membership 
form, and other relevant information. Just follow the links. 

☺ Organise walks by going to the club’s website and either download “Proposed Walk Details” form 
or obtain one from the Secretary, complete, and either email it to the walks coordinator or take 
it to the next General Meeting for approval. 

☺ For unofficial walks, complete a “Proposed Walk Details” and, send it to the gmail address above 
for distribution by email to members who have requested to be included on the “Unofficial Walk 
List”. This could include prewalks. 

☺ Email me at the gmail address above if you want to be included in the “Unofficial Walks List”. 
 

WALK LEGEND 
TYPE OF WALK 
D/W Day Walk T/W Through Walk or Car Shuttle required O/N Overnighter 
H/W Half-day Walk 4WD Access by 4WD only X/T   Extended Trip TRN Training 
B/C Base Camp N/F No Facilities-no water, showers, or toilets SOC Social 

 

WALK GRADING 
Fitness Level Distance Terrain (Select 2 or 3) 
E Easy. Suitable for beginners A Less than 5 km 1 Trail/Graded Track 
M Moderate. Reasonable fitness required B 5 to 10 km 2 Off-track/Cross-country 
H Hard. Fit walkers only C 10 to 15 km 3 Not pre-walked 
 L 15 to 20 km 4 Minor scrub 
 X Over 20 km 5 Medium or Heavy Vegetation 
  6 Creeks/Rock Hopping 
  7 Steep Scrambles 
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PROGRAM DETAILS 
 
Closing date for nominations is normally at least 5 days prior to the walk or social event.  If you 
require transport it is doubly important to nominate well in advance.  If travelling with someone else, 
it is courteous to pay your share of travel costs.  Some walks may have a limit on numbers and 
preference is given to members. 
Please note that organisers for Socials need advance nominations as well! 
 
Date: 3 August   Location: Mt Chalmers History Centre 
Type: H/W,E,B,1,3   Contact: Pauline 4926 1131 
Description: Walk along the disused railway track from Cawarral to Mt Chalmers. Visit the Mt 
Chalmers History Centre. Have a picnic lunch and walk back to Cawarral by road. Gold coin 
donation. 
 
Date: 10 August   Location: Capricorn Beaches 
Type: D/W,T/W,E,C,2   Contact: Cheryl 4938 7375 
Description: A pleasant walk along the Capricorn Coast foreshore from the Causeway to Cooee Bay. 
 
Date: 17 August   Location:Mt Atherton & The Peaks 
Type: D/W,4WD,M-H,B,2,5,7  Alt: 680m  Contact: Alan 4922 4935 
Description: Walk up both Mount Atherton and The Peaks. The shorter option is out.This walk 
offers good views of the Byfield coastal area, and Mountain Heath on the high country. 
 
Date: 24 August Location: Rockhampton 
Type: SOC, E, A, 1 Alt/s: NA Contact: Chris 4926 1160 
Description: Learn about the early history of Rockhampton by following the Historic Walk of the 

city centre. This 4km walk goes around 6 city blocks. Enjoy a coffee afterwards 
before heading off to the sausage sizzle and AGM. 

 
Date: 24 August   Location:  Environment Centre 
Time: 12:30pm   Contact: Cheryl 4938 7375 
Description: A sausage sizzle lunch will precede this year’s AGM at the Environment Centre.  The 
basics - sausages, bread and BBQ sauce – will be provided, along with tea and coffee.   
RSVP by Friday, then turn up from 12.30pm onwards, and catch up with your fellow bushwalkers, 
before taking on the more serious issues involved in electing a new committee etc.   
The AGM will commence at 2.00pm. 
 
Date: 31 August to 21 September   Location: Larapinta Trek 
Type: T/W X/T,H,X,1,2,6,7 Alt: Many+  Contact: Graeme 4928 2942 
Description: Planning and training is well underway for overnight through walks to test bodies and 
gear on all 12 sections of this 223km Central Australia track. The walk is planned to start on 
Wednesday 3 Sept and should take about three weeks to finish. 
http://www.nt.gov.au/nreta/parks/walks/larapinta/pdf/lara_infosheet.pdf 
 
Date: 7 September Location: Yaamba 
Type: H/W, E, B, 2,3,4 Alt/s: 100m Contact: Darryl 4026 1160 
Description: Enjoy lunch and an easy walk along the banks of the Fitzroy River amongst the 

paperbark trees. Look for semi-precious stones, birds, other wildlife, and crocodile 
slides on the banks. 

Approx drive dist (km): 63 
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Date: 13-14 September Location: Dawson River ,Theodore 
Type: Canoeing Alt/s: NA Contact: Helen 4997 1725 

h.mackay@aapt.net.au 
Description: Escape the city and enjoy some paddling on the quiet and very beautiful Dawson 

River. Free camping, with some facilities, at The Junction, Theodore. No previous 
paddling experience required. We have the use of 8 very stable Canadian canoes or 
BYO own craft.  (Email contact is preferred) 

Approx drive dist (km): 400 
 
Date: 21 September Location: Dovecott & Old Gold Mine 
Type: D/W, M, B, 2,4,7 Alt/s: 423m + Contact: Darryl 4926 1160 
Description: The property owner will show us around the abandoned Gold Mine, followed by a 

climb up Mount Dovecott to enjoy the beautiful views near the Razorback Road. 
Approx drive dist (km): 60 
 
Date: 28 September Location: Berserkers 
Type: D/W, N/F, M, B, 2,4,5 Alt/s: 650m Contact: Alan 4922 4935 
Description: Walk the perimeter of New Zealand Gully. Scenic views. Mostly open Eucalypt 

country. 
 
Date: 4 October Location: Mt Archer 
Type: D/W,T/W,SOC, M,A,2 Alt/s: 350 Contact: Ros 4928 7406 
Description: Afternoon walk up the Gym Boy’s Track with the option to do the short walks at the 

top of Mount Archer. Bring your own BBQ items for dinner on Mt Archer. 
 
Date: 11 – 12 October Location: Mt Etna 
Type: D/W, M, A, 2,4,7 Alt/s: 150 Contact: Pauline 4926 1131 
Description: Explore the limestone caves on Mt Etna on Saturday and Sunday with some of the 

members of the Gladstone District Bushwalkers. Not a camping trip.  
Approx drive dist (km): 44 
 
Date: 19 October Location: Mount Sleipner 
Type: D/W,T/W, H,B, 3,5,6,7 Alt/s: 500m Contact: Darryl 4926 1160 
Description: Walk up Mt Sleipner slowly via the creek/gully on the western side to investigate the 

dark green strip of vegetation and the views of Berserker Range. Excellent views of 
the Broadmount area from the Nerimbera side on the way down. This is an 
exploration walk for the adventurous ones only. See Walk Report below. Should be 
interesting.  

Approx drive dist (km): 27 
 
Date: 26 October Location: Environment Centre 
Time 2 pm Alt/s:  Contact: President of the club 
Description: General Meeting to finalise the walks for the rest of this year, and early next year, 

including the Australia Day Weekend and the Christmas Break-up. 
 
Date: 1 November Location: Byfield area 
Type: D/W, N/F, H, C, 2,3,5 Alt/s: 800m Contact: Alan 4922 4935 
Description: Walk the upper watershed of No-Name creek. Tough terrain & vegetation. Scenic 

views. 
Approx drive dist (km): 160 
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Date: 9 November Location: Capricorn Coast 
Type: D/W, T/W, E, B, 1 Alt/s:  Contact: Cheryl 4938 7375 
Description: Pleasant walk along the Capricorn beaches. A good introductory walk for beginners. 
Approx drive dist (km): 90 
 
Date: 16 November Location: Mt Berserker 
Type: H/W, N/F, M, A, 2 Alt/s: 468 Contact: Alan 4922 4935 
Description: From Pilbeam Drive (300m) to Mt Berserker(468m) & have brunch with scenic 

views of the Archer National Park, Fitzroy River & city. 
 
Date: 22 – 23 November Location: Belgamba 
Type: D/W, N/F, M, B, 6,2,4 Alt/s:  Contact: Ian 4938 1818 
Description: Drive to Belgamba around lunch time Saturday and after setting up camp, enjoy an 

easy walk to Donny’s Lookout. Enjoy a social evening, with a cookout at night, and 
participate in the walk to St Mary’s Falls on Sunday. 

Approx drive dist (km): 90 
 
Date: 30 November Location: Mt Jim Crow 
Type: H/W, M, A, 7 Alt/s: 221 Contact: Pauline 4926 1131 
Description: Walk up and enjoy the views around Mt Jim Crow. 
Approx drive dist (km): 36 
 
Date: 6 December Location: Square Dance Hall 
Type: SOC Alt/s:  Contact: Ros 4928 7406 

or Maxine 4928 3212 
Description: Bring a plate to share, and a gift to a value of $5.00 to help celebrate Christmas. 

BYO drinks. 
 
Date: 24 – 26 January Location: Great Keppel Island 
Type: D/W, H/W, B/C, SOC, 

E, B, 1,2,6 
Alt/s: 300 Contact: Cheryl 4938 7375 

Description: Enjoy a weekend of walking, swimming, snorkelling with your fellow bushwalkers 
on this beautiful island or just relax. Stay at the very comfortable Keppel Lodge 
which has room for 17 people. More information later. 

  

WWAALLKK  RREEPPOORRTTSS  
  

Boyne Valley – ANZAC Day Weekend 
 

We departed Rocky just after 9am. Following us 
were John, Graham, Bevan & Leigh, and Dot & 
Ron. We sauntered down the highway to 
Calliope where we refuelled and had a cuppa at 
the little park next to Caltex. We had timed it 
perfectly, as the SES blocked off the road, and a 
F1-11 (I think) boomed across the Anzac Day 
march. Some of the group had not been to 
Boynedale previously, so a little detour was 
made to view Castletower NP, the campground 
and the boat-ramp. A surprise along the road 
was a deer at the edge of a small dam. Time 
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goes really quickly when you are enjoying 
yourself and my tummy started to rumble that it 
was lunchtime. Darryl and I had planned to do a 
short sortie before lunch, but the rumbling 
decreed that we stop first at the old forestry 
barracks ground up at Builyan. After lunch we 
drove down to look at the bridge (which is now 
gated off), and to the southern edge of the park to 
look at the palm stands. A trip around to the 
northern side, where logging is currently 
underway, afforded beautiful views of tree 
cloaked rugged mountains. Some in the group 
could even see several coal ships waiting 
offshore for loading at Gladstone. We collected 

some old dry wood for a campfire and headed back to set up for the evening. Prior to Happy Hour 
Darryl took a walk to the small nearby dam. 
 
After dinner we went spotlighting along the road but only spotted a possum and a bat. 
 
Most seemed to sleep well, and in the morning the campfire was stoked and breakfast cooked. All the 
intrepid walkers took off in 3 of the 4-wheel drives while I remained at the campsite. I pottered 
around doing a little tidying up, having a lazy breakfast of crispy, smoky bacon, fried eggs and 
mushrooms, and hot coffee. I then spent the day reading, and dozing only disturbed slightly by some 
people who drove by, then set up camp out of sight. The others found the Mt Jacob goldmine (see the 
end for Darryl’s story about their walk) and returned in the late afternoon just in time for happy hour.  
All the walkers slept well, and again we were woken by the early risers getting the fire going. 
Breakfast was finished, and everyone packed 
up their gear in time for a 9am departure. We 
headed down the range to Many Peaks. Here 
Rhonda and Phil, who had come up that 

morning, met up with us just after the pub. First stop 
was the Many Peaks Railway dam, which, we were 
extremely surprised to find, was full of water. Ducks 
flew off as we approached. Our convoy hit the road 
and headed for Child's Road. On this corner is the 
attractive old Glassfordvale Homestead. We arrived 
at Upper Glassford in time for morning tea, and 
enjoyed the shade of the old mango tree which is 
purported to have grown up through the steps of the 
old pub (since there were 3 pubs we think the 
Glassford Hotel is the most likely candidate). Darryl 
led off, showing the group the sunken level areas 
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along the hill, which we think might be 
house-sites. We then headed across the 
creek and up to the machinery area 
where we admired the brick cellar with 
a tree growing up in it – possibly the 
Mansfield's Hotel cellar (also known 
as the Commercial Hotel, once run by 
Rhonda's relation John Thomas Broom 
Howard). From here the first other 
major feature is the brick chimney, and 
then down to the creek to peer over the 
edge of the glassy black slag heap. 
Then we headed up to look at the stone 
retaining wall, blown out boiler and 
second brick chimney. Further north is 
the remains of the tunnel of the Blue 

Bag mine. A yellow biological 
hazard sign warns against 
entry into the mine, due to the 
habitation by bats, but even 
peering in the entrance was 
further deterred by a large pool 
of water at the entrance. From 
this point Darryl took the more 
hardy souls up the zigzag 
railway to look at the shafts at 
the top, and to the brick 
magazine store. The rest of us 
headed back to see if we could 
locate the cemetery. We 
walked up and down 
unsuccessfully, as we know 
there is at least one concrete 
slab, we thought we would 
recognise it. When the others returned we joined them to go and have a look at the stumps, which are 
the remains of the school, and then down into the creek-bank to be amazed at the brick chimney 
remains of Saunders house (I have since heard that perhaps this was actually the mine manager’s 
house, and just built by Saunders). By now it was time for lunch, so we hastened back to the cool 
shade of the mango tree for refreshments. Darryl thought he might be able to locate the cemetery, 
and went off before Rhonda and I joined him in the fruitless search. Eventually we knew that time 
had run out, and the group drove down to look briefly at the location of lower Glassford, before 
taking the precarious track up and over the hill to the Chinese Markham's gardens. We had been 
worried that with recent heavy rains, the track might be impassable, but it was all fine and most of 
the 4x4s followed us down. A tree had fallen, which means that you can no longer drive in quite as 
far. The gardens consist of terraces with mango and other trees, and stone walls. John located the tree 
and stone circle which apparently marks the location of the grave of Ten Wong a Chinese worker 
buried in 1902. After this detour our group stopped at the gate at the entrance to the NP to say our 
goodbyes, and Graham to pick up his vehicle. We took off South with Rhonda & Phil, and others 
were going to various other locations. 
 
Chris Wright 
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Mount Jacob Mine 
 

Saturday morning we left camp around 
8 am and headed off to organise the 
cars for the car shuffle. After parking 
one of the troopies at the top of the 
spur, we set off to find the start of the 
fire break which I was advised to 
follow. The gate, where we were told 
to leave the cars, was only a short 
distance off the road and after parking 
the vehicles, we headed off down the 
track to the Boyne River hoping to find 
the mine site. I have never walked in 
that area before and was relying on 
GPS coordinates provided by one of 
the Gladstone District Bushwalkers and 

information given over the phone by a member of 
the EPA. 
Once at the Boyne River, we followed the 
firebreak as it zigzagged across the river several 
times before the track divided. Unfortunately, I 
chose the better track that initially headed 
towards the mine but quickly petered out near a 
dam to follow a creek that led into a valley. After 
Ron pointed out where he thought we were, we 
retraced our steps a short distance and then 
headed up a spur to stop for morning tea. After 
the break, we walked down the side of the spur to 
cross the river and rejoin the track on the other 
bank. 
We continued on following the firebreak up the river until we found the rusting, abandoned 
machinery at Mount Jacob Mine. We took photos of the machinery that included steam engine, 

boiler, slurry tank, and stamper 
before setting off to see if we could 
find the mine.  
After having lunch beside the river, 
Graeme and I again tried to find the 
mineshaft and walked over the 
tailings to where we think we found 
the now collapsed entrance to the 
mine. 
On returning to the rest of the group, 
we headed on up river along the 
firebreak past the bottom section of 
another stamper, now abandoned in 
the river and left to corrode.  
Just before, the river turned into a 
gorge, the firebreak we had been 
following, headed off to the left, 
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forcing us to leave it and rock 
hop up the river to the start of 
the spur that I intended to climb 
out of the gorge by. This 
remote part of the river still had 
some of the older Gum trees 
with the occasional Hoop Pine 
prominent above the canopy. I 
was impressed with this 
picturesque, narrow part of the 
river which had small streams 
trickling over the rocky base, 
into numerous pools, and over 
rocky rapids. One of the deeper 
pools had a school of nervous 
black bream that darted about 
trying to find a place to hide. A 
bit further past this pool I was 

relieved to find the start of the spur and sent the drivers ahead to the cars. I am told it took them an 
hour to climb the 255m out of the gorge and follow the spur to the troopie, and by the time the 
remainder of us walked up at a leisurely pace, taking time to appreciate the views, Bevan and 
Graeme returned with their vehicles to carry us back to camp. I estimated the walk to be around 12 
km and it took us about 8 hours.  

Darryl Wright 
  

MACKAY HIGHLANDS GREAT 
WALK 21-24 MARCH 2008 

 
This was not just a “Great Walk” – it was 
a Fantastic Walk.  The group of four 
Rocky and nine Bundy walkers just 
seemed to “gel”, and we all enjoyed the 
weekend so much that our last night 
around the campfire was spent planning 
the next Great Walk, to be undertaken in 
about 12 months time. 
 
Day 1 – Waterfalls, Forest and Leeches 
 
Day one was pretty cruisie – 10 km 
through beautiful rainforest on a graded 
track.  Our first introduction to leeches 
was heralded by Gloria’s screams of “Get 
it off me!”, but all too soon we became 
accustomed to picking them off and the 
screams ceased. 
We walked from Eungella to Broken 
River, where we were to have 
overnighted at Fern Flat campground.  
However a decision was made to travel in 
the support vehicles to Crediton Hall for 
the night.  That way we could leave our 
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tents up in readiness for the end of Day Two.  The camping grounds were not exactly overpopulated! 
We had crossed rocky creeks and delighted in gushing waterfalls, lush rainforest and all the 
associated ferns, fungi and birdlife that make such places so serene. 
 
Day 2 – The Brown Patterned Drop Snake Incident 
 

Day two was another easy 10 km walk, so we 
took our time, dawdling through the forest to 
allow our senses to be filled and our minds to 
relax with the peaceful tranquillity and beauty 
of the place.  We walked this section in reverse, 
walking back alongside the creek (Broken 
River in fact) to the Broken River campsite, 
where we had finished the day before. 
For lunch we settled ourselves on an expansive 
flat rocky area beside the creek.  There were 
little waterfalls and rapids all along the creek.  
The adventurous swam, claiming it was 
“refreshing”, and those of us who prefer our 
water a little more tepid took their word for it. 

At one stage I was sitting beneath a 
huge tree which had a large branch 
high above, extending out towards the 
creek.  Dwayne was a little further 
down the rock quietly enjoying his 
lunch, when suddenly I heard a loud 
“plop” and saw something land behind 
him. 
“Snake behind you!” I yelled.  Well, 
Dwayne lifted about three feet in the air 
and five feet sideways before he 
touched down. 
It was a small brown-coloured snake 
with a pattern down its back (identified 
in the latest edition of Great Walks 
magazine as a common brown tree 
snake).  It must have fallen from the 
branch high above, landing so close to Dwayne that it almost touched his back.  Poor thing seemed a 
bit stunned after its long drop.  Graeme did the “snake wrangler” thing, picking it up behind its head 
so that we could all take photos.  Then he let it go in the bush. 
At the end of Day Two our support vehicles met us at Broken River and ferried us back to Crediton 
Hall, where our tents still stood from the previous night. 
 
Day 3 – Leeches, Ticks and Rain… 
 
The hard work began on the third day.  We had 20 km to cover, 10 in forest and 10 in open country 
along a dirt road. 
The first 10 km were the best yet.  A trail through the trees would have been easily lost if not for the 
strategically placed marker arrows to guide us.  We saw fungi of every different size, colour and 
shape imaginable.  Some were perched along logs like huge butterflies, some hidden among the ferns 
underfoot, and others clung to the trunks of trees.  Fallen logs were covered in lacy, frilly, delicate 
ferns and mosses of bright green.  It was a place where one could imagine fairies frolicking between 
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the mossy buttress roots of giant trees and 
perching on bright little toadstools sipping tea.  A 
mist hung among the trees in eerie silence, 
enveloping the scenery in a soft veil. 
We experienced deep boot-sucking mud, crossed 
a small creek by means of a log, and discovered 
that leeches can get anywhere – under shirts, 
down gaiters, under belts.  They hung from our 
legs as we walked, and we soon got used to them 
and got over it.  Alana and Phil applied salt, a 
sprinkle of which made the little suckers curl up 
pretty smartly.  At least one person also picked up 
a tick on this section of the trail. 
At lunch time we sat on a log in the jungle and 

watched the leeches among the leaf litter, creeping, stretching, and searching for blood to suck.  
Packs had to be thoroughly checked for “hitch-hikers” before putting them back on. 
Those who had seen the halfway point as an opportunity to opt out (as the support vehicles could 
now access us), decided to continue and so we set off from the white tank on the second half of our 
trek for that day full of enthusiasm.  Then the rains came.  We got soaked – our packs got wet, our 
hats got wet, our boots got wet, our clothes were saturated. 
Walking into camp at Denham Range that afternoon was like arriving at a Salvation Army field site.  
Out wonderful support crew had built a blazing campfire, erected a “change tent” so soggy clothes 
could be shed for dry ones, and had hot tea and damper ready for consumption by tired, wet, hungry 
trekkers.  Jillian even cooked sausages, which were so deliciously warming and tasty.  Of course, the 
rain ceased as soon as we made camp. 
 
Day 4 – Pea Pebbles and Hot Sunshine 
 
The last day was unspectacular except for the views from the top of the range, which were 
impressive.  We walked down an old dray track which was so steep; we wondered how a dray could 
have made it down without running over the bullocks on the way!  The surface was an unstable cover 
of pea pebbles – murder to walk down as every step was a potential fall.   We covered 16 km on the 
last day, with a few steep grades both up and down.  At one point we stopped at a beautiful shady, 
rocky creek with clear pools of inviting water, where the swimmers plunged in once again.  The day 
was quite warm and the sun shone hotly on us.  At least it dried our hats! 

While it was great at the end 
of the day to see the 
Moonlight Dam camping 
ground appear through the 
trees, it was also sad in a way 
because it meant that the trek 
was over.  But we did it!  
There were no major injuries 
or anything else to mar the 
trip.  In fact, we all felt as fit 
as mallee bulls. 
The “finishing post” 
consisted of a square pole 
with “Mackay Highlands” 
printed down one side, and 
“Great Walks Queensland” 
down another.  We posed in 
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front of the post and Bevan kindly took photos on half a dozen different cameras. 
I cannot praise our support crew highly enough.  Bevan and Lee from Rocky, and Ian and Jillian 
from Bundy worked together as a team to have everything ready for weary walkers at the end of each 
day.  Tarps were erected, gear out ready to grab, kettles and billies boiled, and always a joke on their 
lips.  They were so organised and efficient that it made life just so much easier for the trekkers.  Let 
us not forget that life was not all tea and bikkies for them, as they had to negotiate muddy, slippery 
clay roads and deep creek beds (which caused them a few “exciting moments”) while transferring 
our gear from one camp to the next. 
So thanks Bevan, Lee, Ian and Jillian – you guys were great.  Thanks also to Helen for all your hard 
work organising the trip.  We were never quite sure if Plan A was going to eventuate due to recent 
rain and bad roads, but thankfully you didn’t need to implement Plan B.  Thanks also to Les, who 
assumed the role of trek leader and did an admirable job, and to the other walkers for your friendship 
and good company.  I hope we can all walk together again soon. 
 
When asked what the highlight of their weekend was, some walkers gave the following answers: 
 
Swimming in the waterholes 
The mosses, lichen and fungi of the rainforest 
Walking in the rain 
The lunch spot on Day 2 
The pea pebbles (I hope she was joking!) 
The company 
Wow, for me that was just the best weekend ever!   
 
Mary Howard 
 

Mt Sleipner 25/5/08 
 
Dot, Kathy, Keith, Mary, Pauline, Tony, Graeme, Margo, Alan and I left the Lakes Creek Hotel just 

before 9am, and headed off for the base 
of Mt Sleipner via Nerimbera where we 
parked the vehicles. After donning our 
bushwalking gear, we headed off via the 
dirt track to climb the first hill. After a 
quick break we continued on our way to 
the top of the next hill for a scheduled 
break. Here, while the rest of the group 
rested, I searched for fossils. 
Unfortunately, I could not find any, and 
it would appear that the mollusc shaped 
trace fossils that I found last time have 
also disappeared. After returning to the 
group, we headed off, forcing our way 
through the dense shrubby regrowth that 
concealed old tracks, to our next 

scheduled stop at the rocky face just below the summit. Here we had an early lunch, in the shade of 
the mountain, while taking in the unobstructed views of the Beachmount area.  
Before our bodies could cool down, we headed off to spend a few minutes at the summit. 
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Once everyone became bored with the limited views at the top, we headed off down a spur, which 
initially pointed towards Mt 
Archer, then selected another 
that turned towards Mt Dick. We 
continued on down this spur to 
another scheduled stop at a large 
fig tree on a rocky outcrop. From 
here, while some rested, Pauline, 
Mary, Graeme, Alan and I 
headed off to investigate an 
interesting looking dark green 
strip of foliage in a creek that 
runs along one side of Mt 
Sleipner. This long patch of 
rainforest-type vegetation is 
clearly visible from the saddle on 
Mt Archer and I have been 
curious for some time to see 
which types of flora and soil 
were there. Despite finding the vegetation leading to the creek initially difficult to push our way 
through, it was well worth the side trip to find a couple of different types of ferns, palm trees, 
umbrella tree, and many vines amongst the large evergreen trees. We did not stay long but I think 
this creek could prove to be an interesting way up the mountain during the warmer months. (Planned 
for 19 October) 

After returning to the rest of 
the group, we followed animal 
pads through densely growing 
cycads and blackboys into a 
patch of stringy-barks with 
possum scratch marks on the 
upper side of many.  
Numerous rocks hidden in the 
grass caused most of us to 
stumble as we headed towards 
the 4WD track that led back to 
the vehicles. On one small 
outcrop of rocks, Pauline 
found a few assorted types of 
fossils and we spent some 
time inspecting and taking 
photos of these. They were 
later identified by John as 
shells, stems of stalked 

crinoids, and the fan shaped ones (pictured) belonging to the extensive bryozoan family. 
We returned to the vehicles before 3 pm, and after saying our goodbyes, departed for the hotel where 
some of us had a couple of drinks and munched on chips before going home.  
For information on the geology of Mount Archer and the Berserker Ranges, download the file below.  
 
Interesting reading. www.qld.gsa.org.au/BBMtarcher.pdf 
 
Darryl Wright 
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CAPRICORNIA BUSHWALKERS INC  

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL 
 

Membership will be provisional, until approved at the next General Meeting. 
 

NOTE: Membership fees are due on the 1st of January each year. 
 

 New Member 
 

 Renewal  (Please Print ……….neatly) 
 
NAME(S): ......................................................................................................................................................... 
 
........................................................................................................................................................................... 
 
POSTAL ADDRESS: ........................................................................................................................................ 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Number of members included in this application form: .....................  
 
In which format would you prefer to receive your newsletter? 
 

 Email     Snail Mail (post) 
 
E-mail: .............................................................................................................................................................  
 
Phone: (Home) .................................................................... (Work): …………..….........................................  
 
Mobile: ……………………………………………………….. 
 
 
Signed: ...............................................................................Date: ...........................................  
 

FEES – (membership until 31 Dec) 
 
 either   Single    $25.00  
 or   Family    $35.00  
 or   Student/Pensioner  $15.00  
        Amount Included 
$..................................  
(Compulsory insurance is included in above.) 
 
Tick and sign beside the box below if you do not want your Name and Phone Number distributed to 
other members. 
 

 …………………………………………………. 
 

Please forward to:  The Treasurer 
   Capricornia Bushwalkers Inc 
   PO Box 1130  
   ROCKHAMPTON 4700  
 
 Our Internet page:  www.geocities.com/capbushwalkers  
 Contact the Club by e-mail at: capricornia_bushwalkers@yahoo.com.au 
 The Secretary’s address:  The Secretary 
  PO Box 1130,  
  ROCKHAMPTON 4700  

 


